
It Might Be TodaY 


"On Your Mark..." 


We like most Sunday's to bring what we call a Prophecy Update.  
We show how news and trends in the world are corroborating 
centuries-old prophecies found in the Bible.

There is no more terrifying prophecy than the dreaded Mark of the 
Beast.  It is something in you or on you by which you will transact 
all your daily business.  Eventually it will be controlled by the 
antichrist in order to control you.  

Technology is not the "mark."  A person will "take the mark" when, 
in the middle of the future seven-year Great Tribulation, they are 
commanded to swear allegiance to, and worship, the antichrist.  If 
they do, they've taken his mark.  If they do not - they will be cut-off 
from buying and selling anything and will be persecuted.

The technology exists already to implement such a system.  Here 
are excerpts from a December 26 article titled Wearable Tech Is 
Getting a Lot More Intimate.

Forget wearable technology.  It may not be too much longer 
before sensors are actually put inside your body.

It may sound a little bit futuristic and far-fetched, but the reality is 
that ingestible sensors and implantable chips are already in use 
and growing.
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"We are going to see more sensors everywhere.  It's only a matter 
of time before those migrate under our skin into our bodies," said 
Peter Eckersley, the lead technologist at the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation.

Much like wearable devices, which can capture data about a 
person's activity levels, sensors inside the body can be used to 
collect information about what is going on inside a person's body.

"Right now, the data is coming from the phone and wearable 
devices, but eventually some will be within our bodies.  And 
having that data available can mean enormous health benefits," 
Eckersley said.

One of the biggest health advantages of these devices is using 
the machines to help treat chronic illnesses, said Arna Ionescu, 
director of product development and user experience at Proteus 
Biomedical, which is working to make digital medicines.

"The thing about chronic illness it's not something that can be 
solved at one appointment, it's something that you have to 
manage and deal with every single day of your life," Ionescu said. 
"So we are creating tools that can go in peoples' hands and help 
them deal with those chronic illness."

Proteus, is working with Novartis and Otsuka Pharmaceutical to 
make ingestible digital pills mainstream.  The company has 
already developed ingestible sensors that are FDA approved.  
The goal is for drug-makers to include the sensors in medicine to 
collect data that enables physicians to better monitor their 
patients.
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Dishman said that in a ten-year timeframe he expects one-third of 
the population will have either a temporary device or another 
more permanent connected device in their body...

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/230555
It won't take ten years.  People want this tech now and it's being 
rolled-out on many levels.

The good news is that, no matter how much we must get involved 
with this technology, we cannot take the mark because we will not 
be here when the antichrist is in power.  We will have been 
resurrected and raptured prior to any portion of the Great 
Tribulation.  We will be kept out of that hour that is coming to try 
those who dwell upon the earth.

Are you ready for the rapture?  If not, get ready, stay ready, and 
keep looking up.  Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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